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Israelis were relieved to hear of last week's near-unanimous passing of a
US Senate resolution demanding full American support should Israel
deem it necessary to attack Iran's nuclear program.
The resolution, which was voted for by 99 out of 100 senators, read:
"If the Government of Israel is compelled to take military action in
legitimate self-defense against Iran’s nuclear weapons program, the
United States Government should stand with Israel and provide, in
accordance with United States law and the constitutional responsibility of
Congress to authorize the use of military force, diplomatic, military, and
economic support to the Government of Israel in its defense of its territory,
people, and existence."
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The resolution went on to urge the Obama Administration to take its own
steps to prevent Iran from attaining a nuclear weapon so that Israel does
not reach the point where it feels compelled to take action.
Last Wednesday, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) published
yet another report casting suspicion on Iran's nuclear activities, and
validating concerns that the Islamic Republic seeks atomic weapons.
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The report noted that Iran has of late significantly upgraded its ability to
enrich uranium to weapons-grade levels, and that work advances on a
plutonium-producing reactor.

Iran

Meanwhile, Iranian state television reported at the weekend that the
Islamic Republic has fielded a "massive" number of mobile long-range
missile launchers. The move is a clear warning against any action targeting Iran's nuclear facilities. Should Israel or the US
threaten Iran's nuclear program, the missiles would presumably be launched at the Jewish state and American military bases in
the Middle East in an overwhelming simultaneous attack.
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What this shows is Obama doesn't want his hands to get dirty by attacking Iran. He'd rather let
Israel do it, then he can say it wan't the U.S. With friends like Obama who needs enemies? It's like
being in school and you and your best friend are talking about the bully that picks fights with
everyone. Your bigger best friend says, next time the bully tries to pick a fight with you, I'll step in.
Then the day arrives and the bully is going to beat the snot out of you and your bigger friend gives
you a push on the back and says, "get him I've you got your back." Whose the one who risks
getting his nose broken and the heck beat out of him? Thanks for nothing Obama!
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getting his nose broken and the heck beat out of him? Thanks for nothing Obama!
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It is good to see the senate supporting Israel , as most Americans do . Obama could be the
stumbling block though . Prayers changes things though and my Resurrected King is still on HIS
Throne .
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I wish to thank the america congress for this bold steps taken aimed at sending a very strong and
decisive message to Iran that they cannot take the world for a ride.
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The US should come out boldly in support of Israel in this dangerous move which may unleash
terrorism around the world. If Iran gets nuclear weapons we are all doomed including the US. Time
is running out.
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G-d revealed the future through the prophets for one reason, to show us that He is in control
and there is absolutely no weapon formed that can destroy us or change His view of the last
days. Remember, In the last days, ALL NATIONS WILL TURN AGAINST ISRAEL, including
the good ole US of A. Please turn the Words in Scripture and Live a life of faith in His Holy
Word.
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In 1948, on the day of its rebirth, Israel stood all alone as 5 Arab armies invaded, saved only by
arms from Czechoslovakia and some mostly Jewish but some Christian volunteers as well, who
came from the US, Canada and South Africa to fly the few WWII planes Israel managed to .get
from the Czechs. In 1967, one again Israel had to fight Arab armies all alone.
I hope if Israel is forced to the wall and has no choice but to go up against mighty Iran, that the US
will have its back with real help. No US boots on the ground, but just every other kind of help the
mighty US can muster. The US must not be neutral as it was in 1948 and '67, the last two times
Israel had to fight wars of survival.
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I just wish Obama would STOP supporting the terrorists and their brotherhood!
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God Bless America, and I hope that if God forbid, push does come to shove, and the Islamofascist
regime crosses the line, and Israel is faced with no other choice, that this time around America will
keep its word and back the Jewish state to the hilt as it fights to defend its existence.
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We are surely not all doomed, If Iran gets a Nuke and uses it, they will be incinerated in a
heart beat. The United States and Israel's Nuclear Weapons, could destroy the entire world
many times over, and then add the weapons of France, Great Britton, India, Pakistan and
the Russian weapons, well one of two Nukes in the hands of the Iranians, really are not a
huge threat. Remember we have prophesy on our side, Israel is safe from total destruction,
Messiah will be seated on the Throne of David, and New Jerusalem will come down from
the Heavens for our eternal home. FRD said, at the onset of World War II, "We have
nothing to fear, but fear itself!". Let us not be blinded by uncontrolled fear, but let us put or
faith in the G-d of Abraham, who will defend Israel from any weapon formed against them.
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A wonderful thought, but I'm afraid it is wishful thinking. Obama is not about to stop
supporting muslim terrorists because he is in full support of muslims, and as he said, he
loves to hear the evening call to prayers from the minarets. If he's not muslim, he's a strong
supporter of islam at the very least. He is about as anti Christian as he can possibly be.
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supporter of islam at the very least. He is about as anti Christian as he can possibly be.
Evangelical Christians, Mormons, Catholics top the government's list of threats, followed by
pro lifers, those against homosexuality, and even our own retired and former military. This
nation and the world as well is in the clutches of the devil himself.
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Sen. John McCain visited rebels in Syria today, his communications director Brian Rogers
confirmed to CNN. The Arizona Republican is the highest ranking elected official from the
United States to visit the war-torn country.
McCain is the leading voice in Congress for a greater U.S. role in ending Syria's civil war,
which has been waged for more than two years. He has suggested establishing "safe
zones" for Syria's rebels and taking out the regime's air assets, along with providing lethal
weapons to Syria's opposition.
Who should stop trying to frustrate the Security of Israel? John McCain, or President
Obama? Where will these weapons be used after Assad falls? Against Israeli and US
Aircraft? Read Prophesy, please and more news.
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good report ..its time to act ..no more allowing insanity and evil to thrive ...
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Geeze, our government did something right for a change. . . I'm shocked.
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The times we live. The Obama admin will show for what is. Truth will prevail.
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War is inevitable. the arabs and the iranians will never let Israel just be.
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Obozo won't allow that, or he would be attacking his religion and his mind set, will be the one who
says, what, you go to take a spoil? Israel needs to go it alone as God will protect them against all
the little god worshippers. By the way the little hitler doesn't care what the Senate or Congress
says as he has declared himself a dictator via EO's. Needs to go and the sooner the better.
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Can't believe I'm doing this Ben, but gotta say I agree with you. Twice in one day? What's
up with that???
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Strange things happen friend?
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I think the Senate will have to lock Pres. Obama in the closet before they pull this one off. I am so
glad to hear the U.S. is acting, and supporting Israel. Because America "cannot/will not do"
anything destructive to an Islamic nation while Pres. Obama is in office with "his approval". We will
all go down together because of this one man. What Obama does not understand - Israel will
always be, so best be on their side. Shalom from an American Christian who totally agrees with
and supports Israel.
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I just wish USA comes to its senses and support iran not israel
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If you take a step back and look at what has been taking place between the Extreme Atheist
Socialists that dominate the Senate and Iran you will be able to see that they put on this show to try
to convince the Iranians to join their conspiracy with the Muslim Brotherhood terrorist organization
against the State of Israel, Jews and Christian. Iran is supporting President Assad whom the
Extreme Atheist Socialists in the Democratic Party are conspiring with the Muslim Brotherhood to
over throw in order to unleash the Muslim Brotherhood in Syria and thereby increase the threat to
Israel. The Extreme Atheists would rather Iran use their nuclear weapons as part of their plan to
increase the threat to Israel and use the increased threat to force Israel, to capitulate to the
demands of the Muslim Brotherhood terrorist organization.
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The enemies of freedom have made it clear that they will not stop and make peace with us and
Israel. Every treaty we sign, ends up in more time for them to increase their weapons, setting up
terror cells world wide and trying to get nuclear weapons. On and on it goes, we are obviously
going to be forced to take out Irans nukes. There will likely be some terrorist responces world wide
by sleeper terror cells and a conflict in the middle east that no one wants exept Iran. Did you know
that Damascus Syria has historically remained inhabited from the time of it’s founding until today?
Despite military losses it has always been populated. Yet Isaiah 17 states that God will take it away
from being a city. That has not happened as of yet. If God chooses to use mans weapons of mass
destruction as one of the tools to bring that about then today’s news concerning Assad should get
you interested enough to take a longer look at Isaiah 17. I’m not saying it is, but it looks like it could
be. In addition Iran continues determined in it’s march in the development of nuclear weapons.
Current intelligence seems uncertain of when Iran will get the bomb and Israel cannot afford to
gamble with this. Yet here we are with the clock ticking. In July of 2012 I wrote a small book that
lists some of what the Bible says will happen in the end times as well as what will happen during
the period known as the seven (360 day) year tribulation and other soon to take place events. I don’t
accept donations and it’s free. It’s about 6 or 7 pages, so it’s a short read. I encourage you to have
a look: http://www.booksie.com/religio...
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